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Designing with public purpose,  
for everyday life



Policymaking and innovation quite a lot 

Finland and Sweden, perhaps Australia 

(Inevitably the UK will come up) 

Time at the end for questions

?
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Vinnova, Swedish Government’s innovation agency (2019–22)
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We are taking 21st century challenges, 
evaluating them with 20th century ideas, and 
responding with 19th century tools.

Madeleine Albright, Former US Secretary of State, 2013



Doesn’t this immediately imply a 
required change of conditions, 
structure, process, and culture?

?



Technology is the answer. 
But what was the question? 

Cedric Price 1966





It is architecture and design’s task to 
give form to a societal idea (like 
justice) through the creation of a 
setting for people to encounter that 
idea (like a courthouse). We see in 
our public buildings and spaces (our 
park benches and metro trains; a hot 
dog kiosk and a monument to the 
dead) what we are made of. Design 
displays or conceals, society’s 
prejudices and weaknesses. 

Kieran Long, Director, ArkDes (Swedish 
National Centre for Architecture and 
Design)

Aarhus Town Hall (1937–42) 
Arne Jacobsen et al



Strategic design takes the core principles of 
contemporary design practice — user research 
and ethnography, agile development, iterative 
prototyping, participation and co-design, 
stewardship, working across networks, scales 
and timeframes— and then it points this toolkit 
at ethical concerns, addressing systemic change 
within complex systems, and broader societal 
and environmental outcomes. 

Dan Hill, Strategic Design for Public Purpose 
UCL IIPP (2020)



Thing

Interaction design

Product design

Industrial design

Spaces Services Systems
Complex 
systems of 
systems

More-than-human centred design

Service design

Platform design

Software design

Speculative design

Architecture

Urban Planning

Strategic design

Organisational design

Fabrication

System designInformation design

Landscape design
Urban design

Policy-making/design



Design is not really about 
problem solving. Dentists 
solve problems. Plumbers 
solve problems. Design is 
about cultural imagination. It’s 
about discovering or inventing 
new ideas, and making them 
into things. This starts with 
finding, framing, and asking 
the right questions.

We can use this understanding 
of design to address complex 
processes, systems, buildings 
and environments, services 
and things, and the 
organisations, operations, 
cultures and structures 
required to produce them. 
Addressing those systemic 
challenges…



Finland

Helsinki City Library



Legible Practices 
Bryan Boyer, Justin Cook, Marco 
Steinberg, SITRA (2013)

Dark Matter and Trojan Horses 
Dan Hill, Strelka Press (2012)

In Studio: Recipes for 
Systemic Change 
Boyer, Cook, 

In Studio: Recipes for Systemic Change 
Bryan Boyer, Justin Cook, Marco 
Steinberg, SITRA (2011)



Dark matter

Low2No—SITRA Strategic Design Unit, Arup, Sauerbruch Hutton (2009–15)



Matter

Airut—formerly Low2No, SITRA Strategic Design Unit (2012–15)



Matter

Helsinki City Library, ALA (2015)



Matter

Löyly sauna, Avanto Architects, Helsinki (2016)



Designing matter,and dark 
matter, or from matter to meta

Low2No, SITRA Energy programme (2007-2017)



Brickstarter

Helsinki Design Lab (2012)



Brickstarter

Helsinki Design Lab (2012)



Five years of empowering communities 
through civic crowdfunding

OPEN IDEAS
PLATFORM
Research for a web-based ideas 
crowdsourcing platform

November 2014

1

Brickstarter

Bryan Boyer 
Dan Hill

Influencing rather than controlling, via prototypes

Brickstarter, Helsinki Design Lab (2012)



Ravintolapäivä, 2012

Helsinki
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Ravintolapäivä, 2012

Helsinki



Ravintolapäivä, 2012

Helsinki



Ravintolapäivä, 2012

Helsinki



Ravintolapäivä, 2012

Helsinki



The day after Ravintolapäivä

Helsinki



Open Kitchen

Helsinki Design Lab, SITRA (2011-2012)



Open Kitchen

Helsinki Design Lab, SITRA (2011-2012)



Open Kitchen

Helsinki Design Lab, SITRA (2011-2012)



Helsinki Street Eats book

Helsinki Design Lab, SITRA (2011-2012)



Open Kitchen partnerships

Ville Relander, Helsinki municipality



2014 Public Works department introduces “agile kiosk 
activities.” Specific areas in central Helsinki designated for 
food and coffee trucks, everywhere else agile kiosks can be 
operated quite freely  

2015 Public Works Department of Helsinki publicly states it 
“doesn’t want to hinder the popular event” offering only 
advice for restaurant keepers on tidiness.  

2015 Helsinki’s Environment Centre, responsible for health 
inspections, adds specific chapter on Restaurant Day-type 
events,  noting no hygiene requirements are imposed during 
the event, offering advice on organisation of pop-up 
restaurants. 

2011 Police and Valvira (National Supervisory Authority for 
Welfare and Health) co-released statements reminding that 
the sales of alcohol remained prohibited outside actual 
restaurants.  

2012 the same statement had transformed into a simple 
information bulletin for the event participants.  

2013 no further statements were given. 

2014 Streat Helsinki event (street kitchens/block parties for 
20,000 visitors); associated conference by City’s Food 
Culture Strategy team. 

2015 City hires Restaurant Day founder Timo Santala as head 
of Food Culture Strategy team.

Influencing policy





What’s happening 
here, as a designer?

Finding and framing the questions 

Researching the context 

Understanding the architecture of the problem 

Working in the gaps 

Finding intermediaries and building networks 

Making systems tangible via prototypes 

Deploying multiple formats, tools and touchpoints 

Stewardship, and cultivating momentum 

Tracking impact but not bothering about authorship



Sweden

Enskede, Stockholm



We already have 
politically-agreed targets 
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Vision Zero emerges from a culture of road safety in
Sweden, not least the invention of the revolutionary
three-point seatbelt by Volvo, in the 1950s.

Miljonprogrammet housing in Hallunda, Stockholm.

Sweden balances innovation 
across cultural and technical, 
public and private 

Missions avant la lettre, but also cultural context







Healthy 
sustainable 
food

Healthy 
sustainable 
mobility



System Actors workshops





System Canvas

Supply and demand on the table at the same time 
Questions not answers 
Technologies, holistic and critical





Upstream, holistic strategic design practice



Sweden UK

National

Regional

Municipal

National

Regional
Municipal

Spatial power structure



Missions within challenge theme



Reel
Ensure the 
transition to an 
electrified heavy 
transport system 
across all of 
Sweden





Health researcher, university

Interaction designer, tech corporation

Municipal traffic planner

Micromobility startup

System in the room workshops



Gamla Enskede, Stockholm (2022)



Gamla Enskede, Stockholm (1905)



‘Dom som går i vägen’, Veckorevy (29 April 1935)









Regulation: No on-street parking since 1965, for ex.

Culture: Civic, cared-for, well-designed, adaptive



Centralstation to catch the train to Lund, but

glancing up at the clock by the street's dock, she

realises that she won’t make it if she walks. She

pauses to fasten herHövding around her neck,

and grabs a scooter from the dock.

She glides away up the street, along the

curving pear tree-lined paths. Realising she's

scooting past unripe fruit, and recalling the wild

strawberry bushes planted next to the scooters

in the dock, she realises how hungry she is, does

some quick travel-time calculations, and slides

to a brief halt at Akim's coffee shop on the

corner.

Alia darts in to grab kanelbulle och

bryggkaffe, hitting pause on the scooter. The

scooter pings the dock its new location. The

dock pings the city.

Eating her bulle, Alia sits on the bench

outside Akim's place. The streets and buildings

here are in fact covered with greenery. The

absence ofmost cars, and all large vehicles,

municipal and otherwise, has opened up the

street to be intensively greened, softened. Large

clear channels still curve through themiddle of

the street, meaning the street is still passable by

the likes of emergency vehicles, small garbage

vans, taxis, small buses, and the few shared cars

that are often based here.

Butmost of the street has been remodeled

formuch smaller vehicles, like bikes, scooters

and the cargo bikes that handle themajority of

the deliveries in the city, and then for what seems

like hundreds of other uses, largely decided by

the communities in and around the street

Notes on latent questions in the storyStory continued

Name-dropping local brandsmakes the reader
feel at home, and connect future with today
(other helmets are available.) Yet why are
helmets still required in this future street?

Food in the street again. Within a hygiene-
conscious governance culture, how is this
achieved? And how are such shared gardens
managed within a community? Howwill a
changing climate affect what food is grown
locally?

Referencing local food delicacies, or traditions,
provides an opportunity to locate the story.

Basic Internet-of-Things chitter-chatter. Yet
how does this work?What is ‘the city’ here?
Municipally-run software platforms, or
somethingmore abstract? Equally, what
character do these interactions have?

‘The absence of x’, where x is something
considered everyday and pervasive, is always a
good trigger word to generate discussion and
flush out positions. Particularly if x = cars. Or
meat.

Plausible reference to utility vehicles and other
necessary actors in the street. The street feels
like it is not built around them, but
accommodates them. Is this different to today?

But still a significant shift in the dominant
mobility types in the street. Stimulates
discussion of how we get there, and the values
underpinning it.

Reference to super-local participative
decision-making, a key theme in public sector
innovation, and thus missions.
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Earlymorning, around 05:30. Themist

shrouds the street's lush trees and bushes, yet

some early rays of sunlight pick out some ripe

red apples amidst the leaves. Exiting stage right,

a fox trots around the corner, heading for the

park. A couple of cleaning robots quietly hoover

up some broken glass from near the bike lane, as

a small autonomous delivery truck slides into the

street.

The delivery truck pauses in front of the

clothes store on the corner, hydraulic arms

carefully placing a large capsule into the shared

delivery box. It then sidles up the street to place

a waste capsule in the delivery box's place, the

low gentle whirr of its electric engines barely

perceptible over the swish of its damp tyres.

Slowly, the street wakes up. By 07:45

Jonas guides his nine year-old daughter Zoe

towards the shared bus that will take her to

school in a nearby district. Zoe doesn’t really

want to gowith the bus, having recently learned

how to cycle. She'd rather use a shared bike from

one of the street's docks, but her dad says the

weather isn’t very forthcoming. Secretly, Jonas

isn't that confident that Zoe is a good cyclist yet,

and nomatter how safe it is to bike to school, he

flags the bus on his phone, ensuring that the

small autonomous shuttle will stop near the dock

on his street. The city's kerbsidemanagement

system updates in real-time, letting other

vehicles and services know that there will be a

small bus on the street imminently.

Across the street, Alia rushes out of her

apartment's door. She's heading for

Notes on latent questions in the storyStory

An early indication that this could be a lush
green environment, with food grown in the
street.

The interplay between the fox and the robots
suggests new relationships with non-human
nature.

Infrastructure for clearing elements like broken
glass suggests a prioritisation of small wheels,
whether bikes or wheelchairs or equivalent.

Combined infrastructures of logistics and
waste in one service. Who regulates for that,
and coordinates it?

A new importance for environmental aspects,
such as noise. Yet tyres produce other
environmental issues, such as microplastics.
Howmight they be resolved?

Physical schools still exist, with a recognisable
daily pattern. Will they?

Prioritisation of cycling, yet realistic
recognition of weather conditions—and
protective parenting.

On-demand autonomous buses may still need
something like a bus-stop. Yet ride-sharing
does not, currently. What is the value of a bus-
stop?

Physical stores remain in this vision, integrated
with e-commerce logistics rather than replaced
by it. What’s the group’s view on this?

Software updates access across multiple
mobility systems in real-time. Who runs this?
To what rules?

A street in Stockholm
Mobility workshop, May 2019



People don’t have a problem 
imagining what a four-lane highway 
would look like. But to imagine a 
restored landscape of over a million 
hectares—nobody knows what that 
would look like because it hasn’t 
really been done before. 

Tim Christophersen, head of the Nature for 
Climate branch at the UN Environment 
Programme.



‘Wakanda’, by Hannah Beachler for Black Panther (2018)



Omniprocessor, Dakar, Senegal (funded by Gates Foundation)

This is a technology



Nature-based communities don’t have a voice because [modern] 
governance structures do not have a place for their voices. These 
ways of living with the land can disappear so quickly when they’re 
seen as primitive, not innovative. 

Julia Watson Lo-TEK (2021)

This is a technology



Millions of dollars 
14 tons of sewage per day 
Thousands of litres of drinking water 

A good thing.

Zero dollars? 
700 million tons of sewage per day 
13,000 tonnes of fish per year 
16,000 tons of rice. 
156 tons of vegetables per day 
Feedstock for other animals 
Logistics savings 
Biodiversity, in flora and fauna 
80,000 jobs 
Natural water storage, groundwater recharge 
Increased sedimentation and flood protection 

Also a good thing. Also a technology.

Omniprocessor East Kolkata 
Wetlands



Budj Bim, Victoria, Australia

Technology as culture as infrastructure as Country



Technology is the 
active human interface 
with the material world. 

Ursula K. Le Guin



Imagination failures 

“Apocalyptic thinking is due to 
another narrative failure: the inability 
to imagine a world different than the 
one we currently inhabit … People 
without much sense of history imagine 
the world as static. They assume that 
if the present order is failing, the 
system is collapsing, and there is no 
alternative. A historical imagination 
equips you to understand that change 
is ceaseless.” 

Rebecca Solnit



Do we have a diverse enough research and 
innovation culture — or governance culture? 

Is our research and innovation capacity 
thoroughly integrated with our policymaking 
culture? 

Is imagination valued? Soft eyes and hard eyes?

?



The magic of the 
street is the 
mingling of the 
errand and the 
epiphany. 

Rebecca Solnit



路上園芸 rojo engei, Tokyo (2020)

How do we design a disposition for care?



Infield, Linda Tegg, ArkDes Stockholm (2019)

Parking lot as biodiversity, artwork 
and social fabric



Ron Finley, Los Angeles

Parking lot as farm and social fabric



Bogotá Care Blocks

Block as social fabric as education as infrastructure



Schöneberg, Berlin

Street as garden and social fabric



Scales and cultures of decision-making



Gardening is one of the ways 
that culture does nature. 

Rebecca Solnit, Orwell’s Roses 
(2023)

The environment hosts dormant 
sculptures, bound to their 
context by clear, definable 
functions. We experience these 
sculptures every day in our 
mundane acts of life … Activating 
the mundane is an opportunity 
to see and experience the 
beauty and utility of the things in 
our life. 

Walter Hood & Grace Mitchell Tada, 
Black Landscapes Matter (2020)

The failure—or at least the 
postponement—of the grand is 
also the survival of the ordinary 
and the everyday; the survival of 
citizens over cities; of 
infrastructures of everyday 
dignity over big, signature, 
spectacular projects; of 
incremental change over 
instantaneous transformation; of 
the bazaar over the mall, the 
shared auto over the 
expressway, survival over 
smartness. 

Gautam Bhan, India Times (2017)



How do we build trust (in both directions) in 
order to enable shared care for our everyday 
environments?  

What’s the benefit of getting our hands dirty? 

What kind of skills and perspectives does this 
kind of participation require?  

What kind of foundational economy, civic 
capability, or broader cultural shifts, would 
that take?

?



Re-framing everyday infrastructures





‘Bunk’, The Wire, Season 4 (2006)

Soft eyes





We must transform supply 
and demand simultaneously. 

Saul Griffiths, Electrify (MIT Press, 2021)

Think and act systemically
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Mission portfolio

Street
Ensure that every street in Sweden is healthy,  
sustainable and full of life by 2030

At the intersection of multiple systems, the Street unlocks a 
diverse array of co-benefits. Most of these co-benefits tend to be 
addressed by separate ‘silos’, such that they are rarely aligned, 
despite the potential of integrated interventions. Or they are 
barely addressed at all, due to the dominance of some metrics, 
such as traffic speed or safety. Finally, enablers (like traffic, 
or buildings) are often mistaken for outcomes (like trust, or 
health), and mismanaged accordingly. Yet an integrated 
approach means an array of simple, holistic interventions 
could deliver the following outcomes:

Existing academic research 
underpinning these likely 
outcomes is listed at the end 
of this section (expressed as a 
value statement). New support-
ing research will be identified, 
developed, and commissioned 
as the project progresses.

Increasing
Local property value, retail spend, social interaction, 
mental health and wellbeing, physical health, 
safety, biodiversity, cultural production, local food 
production, democratic participation, public transport 
performance, air quality, water quality, soil quality, 
stormwater mitigation, climate resilience, adaptability, 
business performance, trust

Decreasing
Maintenance costs, flooding, respiratory illnesses, 
cancer, diabetes, social care costs, healthcare costs, 
heat island effect, CO2, NOx, embodied CO2, vehicle 
crime, property crime, violent crime, road traffic 
accidents, food waste, loneliness, parking revenue, 
racist attacks, stress

+

–

Systemic relationships

Living system diagram for Street mission

ShopRelated Grid Countryside

Integrated plans for car-
and large vehicle-free
inner-city

Appropriate taxation for
e-commerce

Policy and regulation
for car-sharing

Integrated municipal and regional
planning and service design

Incentive schemes for
electric car transition

User research, accessible co-design, and
citizen participation capability building

Models for citizen
infrastructure ownership, 
management and maintenance 
frameworks

Municipal and regional data
science and public code capability

Timber industry innovation for
circular, biodiverse, adaptive,

Micromobility
hubs in extended
multi-function
parklets

Chargepoint and hub
design and delivery

Procurement of electric
buses and other
municipal vehicles

Geofencing
infrastructures and
street/kerb management

Campaigns and
infrastructures for walkable
green environments

Integrated plans for
healthy, fossil-free
rural mobility

Integrated plans for New
Garden City suburbs

Design for diverse and
productive high-streets
and centres

Localised on-demand
fabrication centres and
policies

Packet-switched
logistics networks Routing, load

management &
localisation

Real-time traffic
control systems

Procurement guidelines
for S-M-L-XL municipal
vehicles

Develop legislation for
bans on fossil-fuel
vehicles by 2030

Address tax and
other incentives for
personal car

Value modelling for combined
resilience outcomes (climate,
health, social, economic) resilience

Infrastructure for 5x
increase in cycling

Geofencing policies and
campaigns for safe

Safe and sustainable
scooters

Step-down consolidation
centre networks

Community-scale
autonomous shuttles

Shared emission-free,
healthy and social last-
km delivery services

Real-time privacy-
preserving sensing

None of us see the system. We see our own 
part based on our own background and history. 
And we all think we see the most crucial part. 

Peter Senge, MIT Sloan School of Management



Systems cannot really be mapped or 
engineered in the abstract; they must be 
experienced and shifted from within, as 
active agents—are we trained for that?

?



Participative design



Moving into action



Prototypes



Participative design



Participative design



Prototypes by Lundberg Design, Vinnova, and ArkDes

System design



Prototypes by Lundberg Design, Vinnova, and ArkDes
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Perspective

Think like a gardener, not an  
architect: design beginnings,  
not endings.

Unfinished = fertile

Artists are to cities what worms  
are to soil.

A city’s waste should be on  
public display.

Make places that are easy for  
people to change and adapt  
(wood and plaster, as opposed  
to steel and concrete.)

Design principles  
for the street
Brian Eno

Brian Eno is one of the most 
influential artists, musicians 
and thinkers of our time. 
We asked Brian to suggest a 
set of design principles for 
rethinking the street, as part 
of the Healthy Sustainable 
Mobility mission. These 
principles subtly informed 
some choices made during the 
design process, such as the 
emphasis on gardening as an 
ethos—thinking more about 
the beginning of something 
than the end—or the more 
specific choice of wood as an 
approachable and adaptable 
material, as well as designing 
with the “very young” and a 
participation model based on 
“harnessing the intelligence” 
of a city’s inhabitants.

Growing a street

Places which accommodate the  
very young and the very old are 
loved by everybody else too.

Low rent = high life

Make places for people to look at 
each other, to show off to each other.

Shared public space is the crucible 
of community.

A really smart city is the one that 
harnesses the intelligence and  
creativity of its inhabitants.



Start by starting

Drawings by Utopia Arkitekter



Half-step

Drawings by Utopia Arkitekter



Step

Drawings by Utopia Arkitekter



NASA spending from its creation (1958) to 2014

Via Marco Steinberg



Missions are continuous processes! 
Never finished — so how do we think 
about goals? 

How does this affect policymaking, 
and a broader politics, framed around 
time-bound goals?

?



We like to talk about ‘engaging the 
public’, but many scientists really just 
want to talk at them. And too many 
ordinary scientists hold politicians in 
utter intellectual contempt — even 
though it is the scientists who have 
chosen a career that allows them to 
pursue relatively simple problems as 
building a machine to detect 
gravitational waves) rather than 
genuinely difficult ones (such as 
running a social-care programme in a 
small town). 

‘The elephant in the room we can’t 
ignore’, Colin Macilwain, Nature 531, 
277 (17 March 2016)  (Emphasis added)

The real problem was that a purely 
scientific and technological solution 
could not solve such problems. There 
is a greater need to combine 
understandings of sociology, politics, 
economics and technology to solve 
these problems, as well as to make the 
conscious decision to point innovation 
towards them. 

Mariana Mazzucato, Mission-oriented 
Research & Innovation in the European 
Union, (European Commission 2018)

Theory of change
AKA The science doesn’t work when good policy = bad politics.  
Or, it’s not about figuring out the answer, and just emailing it to everyone in Sweden.

It may be enormously more difficult to 
design policies to equalise educational 
achievement or to eliminate 
prejudices, than to design spacecraft 
to go to the moon. For truly intractable 
problems the most we can expect from 
rational analysis is understanding which 
deters us from trying costly remedies 
that cannot work. 

Richard Nelson, The Moon and The 
Ghetto (W. W. Norton & Company, 1977)



Beyond analysis



Transport today
As its history shows, the transport system is dynamic, constantly changing as 
new developments and drivers force it to adapt. This is no different today. We 
are currently in a period of considerable technological change, and more data 
about transport is being generated and collected than ever before. It is likely 
that the next 20 years will be a time of exciting progress.

Automation, electrification and greater connectivity will bring new op-
portunities, including improved road safety, health benefits, increased acces-
sibility and environmental gains. These developments will intersect with social 
trends, such as increasing urbanisation and a shift towards a more  sharing- 
based economy, further altering the ways in which we travel.

Yet these trends could potentially be disruptive as well, with some sec-
tions of society left out of the benefits. Other social trends, including the de-
mographic changes of a growing and ageing population that particularly affect 
rural areas, will place further demands on the transport system. Dealing with 
the inherent uncertainties about what will happen adds to the complexity.

By analysing these trends and highlighting the trade-offs, the Future of 
Mobility project developed a range of future scenarios to help evaluate what 
mobility in the UK could look like in 2040. Our main finding is that transport 
needs to be considered as a holistic system, not as sequential or separate el-
ements. The ‘predict and provide’ principle that guided transport planning 
between the 1950s and 1990s tended to treat modes separately, but this will 
no longer suffice.

New technologies create a window of opportunity to move towards a 
more integrated, UK-wide transport policy. For users of our transport system, 
multi-modal travel is likely to grow in importance as new options become em-
bedded, such as autonomous and shared transport. Users want seamless 
end-to-end journeys, and an integrated approach helps to plan for this. There 
are also economic opportunities. Today, 2.54 million people – 8% of the UK’s 
total workforce – work in transport logistics, with the annual turnover for the 
UK logistics sector being £1,000 billion (Freight Transport Association, 2017). 
This can be supported by giving greater consideration to the freight sector in 
transport policy and land-use planning, which will help to address future chal-
lenges and ensure a fully integrated transport system.

Structure of this report
Given the importance of thinking about the transport network as a whole, and 
about its role in society, this report takes a systems approach. Chapter 1 sum-
marises the history of our transport system, then Chapter 2 examines its gov-
ernance. Chapter 3 looks at current trends, particularly user and freight de-
mand, while Chapter 4 focuses on users: what they want and how this might 
change with the coming technological revolution. Chapter 5 looks at future 
trends and emerging technologies, and Chapter 6 presents four possible fu-
ture scenarios up to 2040, including the consequences of different actions – 

9This document is not a statement of government policy

Public purpose can no 
longer be catered for by 
‘predict and provide’

A time of unprecedented change in the transport system 
UK Government Office for Science, January 2019



“People don't necessarily want 
to own a car, but they want the 
mobility, the freedom to move … 
In big cities, the private car is 
not a very practical concept. 
Maybe it's time for a new 
concept but I don't think the 
private car can solve that really
—probably more biking or 
walking…Essentially, we initiate 
a project that intends to limit 
the number of cars in the city— 
which is fully in line with our 
company’s purpose.” 

Håkan Samuelsson CEO Volvo Cars



Do we have respect for the true complexity of 
social innovation within our research and 
innovation cultures?  

How do we move from ‘predict–and–provide’ to 
‘decide–and–provide’?  

What capabilities do we need given the 
recognition that ‘social license’ is cultivated, not 
innate? (And indeed, what about ‘environmental 
license’?)

?
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?

? ?

? Nature-based
infrastructures

In-street civic
sensor kits

ML-driven
kerbside

management
systems

Active transport
incentives

Slow
streets
policy New

public
spheres New public

spheres

E-commerce
policies

Stormwater
mitigationHealth and wellbeing

promotion and
prevention

Reforesting
cities
programme

Environmental
sensors

Planning
around
biodiversity

Cooperative
ownership
models

Ongoing citizen
dialogues and
participation

Bespoke timber
manufacturing

AR-based citizen
participation toolkit

Participative planning
capability-building in
municipal teams

Regulatory
sandbox for
car-share
parking

Charging for
car-share cars

?

?

?

?

?
?

?

?

?

?

? ?

? ?

?

?
?

? ??

?

Asking questions via place-based vehicles
The systems PrototypesJ, and then DemonstratorsJ,
provide a vehicle for the continual and ongoing process of
framing, asking and testing of a portfolio of research and
innovation questions and actions. Milica Begovic of UNDP
calls this kind of vehicle, “a mechanism that gradually
resolves/explores uncertainties about system dynamics
through learning and adaptation and ongoing sense-
making,” suggesting a form of live ‘design probe’.

Such prototypes will provide a way of experiencing living
systems, rather than simply cold analysis in Excel. They
are places to hold and pursue research questions, but also
contestation and dialogue, as well as enabling change on
the ground via the “small, nimble, self-correcting”
participative processes that Jamer Hunt proposes.

Analysis can be conducted in these environments, of
course, and the Value Models constructed around the
prototypes and demonstrators should ultimately provide a
means of gathering real-time data from these
environments, which can be augmented by qualitative
research. But the emphasis here can be on creating
systems doing rather than simply systems thinking.

At this point in the process, these typologies of places—
o!ten social infrastructures or living environments—will
quickly start emerging from dialogues. The diagram above
indicates the eventual possibility of turning questions into
actions, yet all we are looking for here is the angle: the
fruitful starting point, a tangible lead, a thread to pull.

A platform for asking questions in public 
Forces us to ask, who decides what about what?





Value model





What kind of evaluation process unlocks 
this form of value model?

?



Platform strategy



Regulation: No on-street parking since 1965, for ex.

Culture: Civic, cared-for, well-designed, adaptive



Cosplaying the possible organisation



Cement between the bricks 
Or, an organisation for the gaps 
Or, working in the shape of the system itself



Ecologist (oceans)

Climate science (glaciologist)

Leader (ex- lawyer, ex-Minister of Foreign Affairs)

Agriculture

Ecologist (biosphere studies, habitat restoration)

Ecologist (migration and adaptation)

Insurance

Geoengineering

Designing teams

Infrastructure (ex-oil company)

Legal

Economist (taxes and political economy)

AI/Internet

Indigenous peoples

Refugees



The return of public purpose



‘Don’t privatise railways; don’t nationalise sandwiches’

After Tony Judt



The private sector can’t do the public sector’s 
job. Is this discussed enough?  

Equally, how do we bring together public, 
private and third sector, in deep collaboration?

?
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Prototyping
Triggering movement, attention and discourse
As per the Platform strategy, creating forms 
of social movement and cultural expression 
will be key to scaling missions. A pull from 
society generates the possibility of social 
change as opposed to simply technologically- 
oriented innovation, missions explicitly con-

cern societal outcomes. Vinnova’s approach 
to innovation explored how to nurture such 
a pull, as well as stimulating some of the 
necessary discourse around complex  
societal change.

Following the design 
principles (Tangible), do 
not talk about something 
before one has something 
to talk about. The mission 
is not announced during 
2019. The first media 
starts emerging in the 
Swedish press, from both 
Framtidsgator and Street 
Moves projects, only in 
August and September 
2020, to promote the 
launch of the first retro-
fitted street. This makes 
the resulting discussion 
more meaningful, by 
pinning it around an 
experience that many 
people can actually visit.

The trigger for most media attention, however, was an in-depth 
feature in Bloomberg CityLab. Vinnova project team member 
pitched a journalist contact at Bloomberg in October 2020, and 
the story finally emerged in early January 2021. This coverage 
was not only high-profile; it also lent the project credibility with 
key audiences, stimulating much of the attention that followed. A 
key addition here is the creation of a clear and topical hook— the 
‘One-Minute City’, riffing off Paris’s 15 Minute City. This helped 
land the story with the journalist, and fuel its dissemination. The 
story also featured ArkDes director, spreading the attention across 
the mission’s multiple partners. It is also essential to open up the 
projects to critical discourse, given a mission’s likely complexity.

The mission was picked 
by the European Com-
mission programme EIT 
Urban Mobility, which 
featured both Framtids-
gator and Street Moves 
projects on its YouTube 
channel. These videos 
do not get many views, 
but they help—and also 
provide useful assets 
for presentations. Video 
is the key media for 
missions.

Collaborators in the 
mission team—in this 
case Volvo M—also 
used their publicity 
muscle around the 
project.

Media coverage

Also following the publication at 
Bloomberg CityLab, as well as 
further discussion of the One Minute 
City thinking behind the project 
outlined on a team member Dan 
Hill’s personal blog at Medium, 
Fast Company write an expansive 
feature, locating the project under 
‘World-Changing Ideas’. This helps 
make the case that the mission is 
taking an innovative approach, a 
case that still needs to be made 
in the context of innovation policy 
environments that are typically 
attuned to the lab rather than the 
street. Fast Company picking it up 
also implicitly suggests the project’s 
business value, as well its social and 
cultural aspects.

Good quality photos, drawings and 
video are necessary to feed media 
outlets, trigger social media reaction, 
and communicate the essence of the 
project. Visualisations commissioned 
from Utopia Arkitekter were key to 
describing the mission trajectory, 
whilst ArkDes produced several videos, 
designed for the internet. A short 
documentary-style feature captures 
project team/Mission board members 
talking about the project, whereas 
other short in situ clips, formatted  
for social media, helped capture 
and convey user reactions to the 
prototypes.Images of the prototypes began to spread rapidly 

across social media. As well as media created by 
mission teams, the prototypes being situated in  
everyday life means, of course, that people can 
make their own media, their own discourse.

The Bloomberg article leads to The Guardian picking 
it up, which is crucial, as this moves it into more 
mainstream media. An hour-long conversation with 
a Malmö-based ‘stringer’ leads to a February 2021 
article foregrounding the Gothenburg prototype.
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Prototyping
Cultivating social movement and attention
Having planted seeds in Swedish news, 
social media and a few influential publica-
tions, the story spread quickly throughout 
the first quarter of 2021, reinforced by the 
prototype rollout moving from Stockholm 
to Gothenburg and Helsingborg. The inter-

national attention was enormous, in some 
way relating to urban interventions made 
in response to Covid-19, even though the 
mission started well before the pandemic.

Cultivating discussion on 
social media means that 
key public intellectuals 
like Kate Raworth and 
Mariana Mazzucato 
picked up the project, 
helping disseminate the 
ideas and placing it in 
a broader contemporary 
discourse of economic 
value.

On the evening of Presi-
dent Biden’s inauguration, 
a meme of masked Bernie 
Sanders sitting in different 
contexts quickly started 
spreading across the 
Internet. The meme ended 
up touching down on the 
Parmmätargatan Street 
Moves prototypes, with 
some unknown Twitter 
user adapting a Lundberg 
Design photo. An early 
milestone in the process 
of creating a social move-
ment may be prototypes 
as fuel for memes.

Continual updates across social media by mission 
team members, particularly at public-facing entities 
like ArkDes, Volvo M, Voi and Stockholms stad, as 
well as the design teams at Lundberg Design and 
Spacescape, ensured that the projects garnered 
significant attention. Yet equally, Vinnova team mem-
bers also used their personal social media accounts 
to a far greater extent than is usual for a myndighet 
(Swedish government agency). This deliberate 
‘owning’ of the project suggests the different form of 
innovation culture required of missions, with Vinnova 
as clear collaborator rather than simply funder. There 
are risks involved in such forms of communication of 
course, yet as per the mission-oriented perspective on 
risk generally, the risk of not engaging with innova-
tion as an active collaborator may be greater than the 
risk of doing so. Learning from ‘reactions’, as per the 
LinkedIn notification from a Vinnova team member’s 
feed above, can be profoundly useful.

Making the interventions 
so material and tangible 
meant the mission com-
municated itself to some 
degree. On the facing 
page, a selection of 
media coverage is repro-
duced, from both global 
and local platforms.

Media coverage

Ideas for Good, Japan, 
January 2021

Architectural Digest,  
Mexico, February 2021

World Economic  
Forum, February 2021

Aspire, March 2021

Helsingborg prototype 
is discussed on Sverig-
es Radio, before the 
first phase of the mis-
sion is discussed on 
the Vinnova website 
in March 2021.

The project also 
appeals to Swedish 
tourism websites.

Built environment 
and urban develop-
ment aspects are 
discussed by the likes 
of Hållbart Samhälls-
byggande (sustainable 
society-building) and 
the Ecowatch website.

Ultimately the 
discussion returns to 
Sweden. Technology 
aspects are picked up 
in related innovation 
programmes Drive 
Sweden and Smart 
City Sweden.

Curating attention via 
The One-minute City



Sweden’s One-Minute City, New York Times, September 2-3 2023



What skills do we need for this?  

How does this relate to ‘decide–and–provide’?  

How might working with public discourse 
speed missions up, make them more effective, 
or equitable?

?



Gothenburg prototypes

Now engaging 
approximately 25 
municipalities 
across Sweden

Also, 
Normandy

Also,  
San José




